
The Patient Revolution

Become a care activist!

The Patient Revolution School: Foundations of Care

COURSE OVERVIEW

The three-week course is broken up into five self-directed learning modules, a

dynamic community discussion board, and opportunities to gather virtually for

discussions with fellow participants and members of our extended community. 

Join us for a deep dive into the ideas that animate The Patient Revolution and

the movement for care, build skills for sensing the signs of industrial healthcare

and identifying factors that impact the conditions for care, and get support for

your own mini-revolutions.

The Foundations of Care course is free
for all
Cohorts are small to allow for
meaningful interaction with fellow
learners and the facilitator
Community calls will be scheduled
during the course based on availability
of participants.
Foundations of Care is currently offered
in English, but will be available in other
languages in the future

For more information or to sign up for the next cohort visit

www.patientrevolution.org/school or scan the QR code

 

Welcome and overview1.

Understanding Care and the Conditions for Care 2.

Sensing the Conditions for Care3.

Identifying Impact Factors for the Conditions for Care4.

Learn more about Mini-revolutions and how to get started5.

By the end of the course, you will have

gained confidence and competence in

talking about care and the impact of

industrialized healthcare. You will

identify your own local and immediate

initiative (mini-revolution) to kickstart

your activism. You will be welcomed into

a community prepared to offer support,

resources, and inspiration as you join the

movement for careful and kind care. 

Foundations of Care is open to everyone with a connection to healthcare,

anywhere in the world - patients, caregivers, clinicians, healthcare professionals,

researchers, designers, students, and more. All who are interested in radical

change in healthcare are welcome. 
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